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Prologue/ Density/ Graphing 
 
Observation vs. Inference 

● Observation: When our senses interact with our environment. 
● Inference : Interpretation of an observation; educated guess. A statement 

about the future (prediction) 
 
Graphing 
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Density 
 
            (equation found on page 1 of ESRT) 
 

● Mass:  the amount of matter in an object, measured in grams 
● Volume : the amount of space an object takes up, measured in mL or cm3 

 
● Regardless of the size of the object or the shape of the object, the density of 

the object cannot be changed. 

 
 

● The density of an object can be changed by:  
o Pressure 
o Temperature 

 
 

 
 
Rate of Change 

 
 
   (equation found on page 1 of ESRT) 
 
 

 
 

***always round to the nearest 10th, unless specified 
 
*** don’t forget units!! 
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Latitude and Longitude 
 
 
Earth’s Shape is an oblate spheroid 
 
Evidence Earth is a sphere 

o Pictures from space 
o Ships sailing over the horizon 
o gravity 
o Lunar eclipse 
o Polaris 

 

 
 
Determining Latitude and Longitude on a Map 
 
(ESRT page 3,4,5 – Maps) 
 
 

 
 
 

**In the Northern Hemisphere, the altitude of Polaris is the 
same as the observers’ latitude.  
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One degree of latitude or longitude can be broken into 60 minutes.  
 
Measuring Longitude 
 

• Earth’s rate of rotation is 15 o per hour.  
• Earth rotates towards the East 
• Time zones are created by setting clocks one hour earlier for every 15o 

toward the west, and one hour later for every 15 o toward the east. 
 
To find your time: 

• Find difference in degrees of two locations. 
• Divide by 15.  This is the difference in hours.  
• If you are East of the Prime Meridian, add the hours to get your local time.  
• If you are West of the Prime Meridian, subtract the hours for your local time.  

 
To find your Longitude: 

• Find difference in hours of two locations. 
• Multiply by 15.  This is the difference in degrees.  
• If you are East of the Prime Meridian, add the degrees to get your longitude.  
• If you are West of the Prime Meridian, subtract the degrees for your 

longitude.  
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Weathering and Erosion 

 

Weathering  - the breakdown of rock 
 

Physical (Mechanical) Weathering 
NO change in composition 

Chemical Weathering 
Change in composition 

Frost Action/Ice Wedging 
 

Oxidation 

Abrasion 
 

Hydration 

Root Wedging 
 

Carbonation 

Organic (Biological) Activity 
 

Organic Decay 

 
Factors that affect weathering rates 
 

1.  Climate 
○ WARM, HUMID conditions INCREASE weathering rates 
○ Frost action is greatest in COLD, WET climates 

 
2. Particle Size 

○ Increase surface area, increase rate 
 

3. Mineral Composition 

 
4. Exposure 

○ Air, water, or living things increase rate 
 
Soil - Loose weathered rock 

● Residual Soil - parent material underlying bedrock 
● Transported Soil - soil that has moved 

○ Most of NY is transported soil 
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Erosion - the movement of rock or soil 
 

 Gravity (Mass 
Movement) 

Running Water Wind Glaciers 

Example 

Landslide, creep, 
slump 

Streams, rivers 

 

Moving ice 

Features left 
behind 

Piles of rocks at 
base of cliff 

V-shape  U-shape 

Important 
facts 

Vegetation helps 
reduce 

Faster in middle 
and on outside of 
curves 

 Faster in middle 
and on outside of 
curves 

Deposits 
Angular, unsorted Round and 

smooth 
Pitted, frosted, 
sorted 

Abraded, rounded, 
scratched, 
striation, unsorted 

 
 
Factors that affect movement of sediments in a stream 

1. Gradient (slope) 
○ Steeper the slope, greater the velocity 

 
2. Discharge (volume of water carried by a stream) 

○ More water in a stream, greater the velocity 
 

3. Channel Shape 
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Deposition 
 
Deposition – the dropping of sediments 
 
Factors affecting deposition 

1. Velocity of transporting medium (ESRT page 6) 
● As velocity decreases, larger and heavier particles settle out first 

2. Particle Size 
● Larger particles settle faster 

3. Particle Shape 
● Spherical particles settle faster than angular 

4. Particle Density 
● Higher density particles will settle out faster 

 
Patterns of Deposition 
 

Vertical Sorting 
 

Largest at bottom, smallest at 
top 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Cross- bedding 
 

Sediment deposited at angles  
Caused by wind or water 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Horizontal Sorting 
 

Largest particles close to 
shore, smallest farther out to 
sea 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Deposition by streams 
 

Meander  – bend in river 
 

Delta  – sediment deposited at mouth of 
river 
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Stream velocity  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wind 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Glaciers 
 
Moraine – unsorted piles of sediment 

Outwash – sorted deposits by glacial melt 

Kettle Hole (Lake) – round depressions left in ground by large chunks of ice 

Erratic – Huge boulders 

Drumlins – small long oval hills, show direction of ice flow 

 

Wave Erosion and Deposition 
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Landscapes 

 
Landscape Features  (ESRT p2 and 3) 

A landscape is the general shape of the land surface.  Identified by their bedrock structure, 
elevations and surface features. 

Type of 
Landscape Mountain Plateau Plain 

Common Name Highland Upland Lowland 
Elevation High High Low 
Relief High Low Low 

Bedrock 
Distorted 

(metamorphic/ igneous) 
Horizontal 

(sedimentary) 
Horizontal 

(sedimentary) 
Example Adirondacks Catskills Long Island 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
       

 

Humid vs. Arid Climate 

Humid (wet)  Arid (dry) 

Smooth Steep/ angular 

Rounded hills Exposed bedrock 

Covered in vegetation Desert 
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Bedrock Structures  

Escarpment – A very steep slope (cliff) between areas of different 
elevation.  

Ridge – A narrow strip of high land made from rock that is more 
resistant than its surroundings.  

Stream Drainage Patterns 

Pattern that a stream and its tributaries make as they flow down a slope. 

Dendritic 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Flow downhill, 
branching appearance  

Radial 

 
 
 
 
 

 Volcanic mountains, 
flow from high to low 

Trellis 

 
 
 
 
 

 Folded or tilted 
mountains 

Rectangular 

 
 
 
 
 

 Parallel and 
perpendicular faults 

Annular 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Eroded dome, 
concentric circles 

 
 
Watersheds 
Area of land drained by one river and its 
tributaries 
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Rocks and Minerals  
 
 
Mineral  - a naturally occurring, inorganic, crystalline, solid having a definite chemical composition. 

● composed of elements 
● most are silicates 

○ silicon tetrahedron 
● internal arrangement of atoms 

 
 
Mineral Properties 

1. Luster  - the way a mineral looks in reflected light 

a. metallic 

b. nonmetallic 

 

2. Cleavage or Fracture 

a. Cleavage - The tendency of a mineral to split along flat surfaces or planes of 

weakness.  

b. Fracture - When minerals tend to break along rough or uneven surfaces.  

 

3. Streak  - the color of finely crushed powder of a mineral 

a. using a ceramic streak plate  

 

4. Hardness  - the resistance of a mineral to being scratched 

a. using glass scratch plate 

 

5. Other Properties 
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Rocks  - any naturally formed solid 

● mixture of minerals, organic materials, glasses, and fragments of other rocks 
● characterised by  

○ texture - size, shape, and arrangement of the materials 
○ composition 

 
1. Igneous Rocks  - form from the solidification and crystallization of molten liquid rock 

a. Intrusive - solidifies beneath Earth’s surface 

i. magma 

ii. large crystals 

b. Extrusive - solidifies on or above Earth’s surface 

i. lava  

ii. small or no crystals 

iii. vesicles 

c. Key terms 

i. Mafic 

ii. Felsic 

 

2. Sedimentary Rocks - form from the compaction and cementation of sediments  

a. Clastic - composed of solid sediments 

i. sorted by size 

ii. contain fossils 

iii. horizontal layering (strata) 

b. Chemical - form from evaporites or precipitates 

i. crystalline 

 

3. Metamorphic Rocks  - form from heat and pressure of previously existing rocks 

a. foliated - layering of crystals 

i. banding 

b. non-foliated 

c. Key terms 

i. contact metamorphism 

ii. regional metamorphism  
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Prologue Review Questions

Observation vs. Inference

                                                                                                  Graphing
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      Density
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Rate of Change
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1) 2)

3) 4)

1. Which diagram most accurately shows the
cross-sectional shape of the Earth?

1) The sailboat is moving around the curved surface
of Earth.

2) The sailboat appears smaller as it moves farther
away.

3) The change in density of the atmosphere is
causing refraction of light rays.

4) The tide is causing an increase in the depth of the
ocean.

2. The diagrams below represent photographs of a large
sailboat taken through a telescope over time as the
boat sailed away from shore out to sea. Each diagram
shows the magnification of the lenses and the time of
day.

Which statement best explains the apparent sinking of
this sailboat?

1) a Ping-Pong ball 2) a football
3) an egg 4) a pear

3. Which object best represents a true scale model of the
shape of the Earth?

1) shorter than its equatorial diameter
2) longer than its equatorial diameter
3) the same length as its equatorial diameter

4. Precise measurements of the Earth indicate that its
polar diameter is

1) photographs of the Earth taken from space
satellites

2) the amount of daylight received at the North Pole
on June 21

3) the changing orbital speed of the Earth in its orbit
around the Sun

4) the cyclic change of seasons

5. The best evidence that the Earth has a spherical shape
is provided by

1) 16° N 2) 37° N 3) 53° N 4) 90° N

6. The diagram below represents an observer measuring
the altitude of Polaris.

At which latitude is this observer located?

1) Buffalo 2) Albany
3) Ithaca 4) Plattsburgh

7. Which New York State city is located at 42°39' N
73°45' W?

1) 44°10' N 74°05' W 2) 44°05' N 73°55' W
3) 73°55' N 44°10' W 4) 74°05' N 44°05' W

8. New York State's highest peak, Mt. Marcy, is located
at approximately

1) 43° 2) 47° 3) 76° 4) 90º

9. What is the approximate altitude of Polaris at
Syracuse, New York?

1) 0° and 90° N 2) 30° S and 60° S
3) 30° N and 30° S 4) 60° S and 60° N

10. Near which two latitudes are most of Earth’s major
deserts located?

1) 40° S 45° E 2) 50° N 45° W
3) 60° S 30° W 4) 75° N 30° E

11. The diagram below shows latitude measurements
every 10 degrees and longitude measurements every
15 degrees.

What is the latitude and longitude of point X?

1) warm ocean current and a transform boundary
2) warm ocean current and a convergent boundary
3) cool ocean current and a transform boundary
4) cool ocean current and a convergent boundary

12. A ship is at a location of 40° S 77° W. Which type of
surface ocean current and tectonic plate boundary
are located beneath this ship?

1) 0° latitude 50° east longitude
2) 0° latitude 50° west longitude
3) 50° north latitude 0° longitude
4) 50° south latitude 0° longitude

13. As a ship crosses the Prime Meridian, the altitude of
Polaris measured from the ship is 50°. What is the
ship’s location?

1) Polaris is located in a winter constellation
2) Polaris is located at the zenith at each location.
3) Polaris' apparent movement through the sky

follows a south-to-north orientation.
4) Polaris' altitude is equal to a locations latitude.

14. Which statement about Polaris is best illustrated by
the diagrams shown below?

1) due east 2) due south
3) due west 4) due north

15. An observer on a moving ship notices that the
altitude of Polaris increases each night. Local solar
noon occurs at the same time each day. In what
direction is the ship moving?
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16. Base your answer to the following question on the world map below. Letters A through D represent
locations on Earth's surface.

1) A 2) B 3) C 4) D

At which location could an observer not see Polaris in the night sky at any time during the year?

17. Base your answer to the following question on  the diagram in your answer booklet, which shows the
latitude-longitude grid on a model of Earth. Point Y is a location on Earth’s surface.

On the diagram, place an X at 15° S 30° W.

1)

2)

3)

4)

18. The lines on which set of views best represent
Earth’s latitude system?

1)

2)

3)

4)

19. Which graph best represents the altitude of Polaris
 observed at northern latitude positions on the
Earth's surface?
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20. Base your answer to the following question on The weather satellite photograph of a portion of the
United States and Mexico provided below. The photograph shows the clouds of a major hurricane
approaching the eastern coastline of Texas and Mexico. The calm center of the hurricane, the eye, is
labeled.

State the latitude and longitude of the hurricane's eye. The compass directions must be included in the
answer.

21. Base your answer to the following question on the diagram below. The diagram represents daytime
and nighttime on Earth. Point X is a location on Earth's surface. Earth's rotational surface velocity is
shown in miles per hour (mi/h) at specific latitudes.

What is Earth's rotational surface velocity, in miles per hour, at 23.5° south latitude?
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22. Base your answer to the following question on the data table, which shows recorded information for a
major Atlantic hurricane and the map below.

Using the latitude and longitude data in the table, place an X on the map provided above for each 
location of the hurricane during these 6 days. Connect all the Xs with a solid line.

23. Base your answer to the following question on 
the weather map provided, which shows partial
weather-station data for several cities in eastern
North America.

State the general relationship between air
temperature and latitude for locations shown on the
map.
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Base your answers to questions 24 and 25 on the diagram below, which represents a north polar view
of Earth on a specific day of the year. Solar times at selected longitude lines are shown. Letter A 
represents a location on Earth's surface.

24. State the altitude of Polaris as seen by an observer at the North Pole.

25. How many degrees apart are the longitude lines shown in the diagram?

26. Base your answer to the following question on the
map below, which shows the latitude and longitude
of five observers, A, B, C, D, and E, on Earth.

1) A and C 2) B and C
3) B and E 4) D and E

Which two observers would be experiencing the
same apparent solar time?

1) altitude 2) latitude
3) length of daylight 4) solar time

27. Cities located on the same meridian (longitude) must
have the same

1) 7 a.m. 2) noon
3) 5 p.m. 4) 10 p.m.

28. What time is it in Greenwich, England (at 0°
longitude), when it is noon in Massena, New York?

1) 2 hours earlier 2) 2 hours later
3) 3 hours earlier 4) 3 hours later

29. Since Denver's longitude is 105° W and Utica's
longitude is 75° W, sunrise in Denver occurs

1) 10 a.m. 2) 2 p.m. 3) 3 p.m. 4) noon

30. The map below shows four major time zones of the United States. The dashed lines represent
meridians of longitude. The locations of New York City and Denver are shown.

What is the time in New York City when it is noon in Denver?
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Base your answers to questions 31 and 32 on 
the United States time zone map shown below. The dashed lines represent meridians (lines of
longitude).

1) 1° per hour rate of revolution 2) 1° per hour rate of rotation
3) 15° per hour rate of revolution 4) 15° per hour rate of rotation

31. The basis for the time difference between adjoining time zones is Earth's

1) 8 a.m. 2) 2 a.m. 3) 3 a.m. 4) 4 a.m.

32. If the time in Buffalo, New York, is 5 a.m., what time would it be in San Francisco, California?

33. Base your answer to the following question on the diagram below, which shows Earth as seen from
above the North Pole. The curved arrows show the direction of Earth’s motion. The shaded portion
represents the nighttime side of Earth. Some of the latitude and longitude lines have been labeled.
Points A and B represent locations on Earth’s surface.

If it is 4:00 p.m. at point B, what is the time at point A?
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Page 1

A)

B)

C)

D)

1. Which graph best represents the correct relationship
between the discharge of a river and the particle size
that can be transported by that river?

A) B)

C) D)

2. In a soil sample, the particles have the same shape but
different sizes. Which graph best represents the
relationship between particle size and settling time
when these particles are deposited in a quiet body of
water?

A) B)

C) D)

3. Four quartz samples of equal size and shape were
placed in a stream. Which of the four quartz samples
below has most likely been transported farthest in the
stream?

A) low density and round shape
B) low density and flat shape
C) high density and round shape
D) high density and flat shape

4. Which characteristics of a particle would usually
result in the longest settling time for the particle in
calm water?

A) 100 cm/sec B) 200 cm/sec
C) 300 cm/sec D) 400 cm/sec

5. The largest particles that a stream deposits as it enters
a pond are 8 centimeters in diameter.  The minimum
velocity of the stream is approximately

A) cobbles B) pebbles
C) sand D) clay

6. What is the largest sediment that can be transported
by a stream that has a velocity of 125 cm/sec?

A) 0.02 cm/s B) 0.5 cm/s
C) 5.0 cm/s D) 20.0 cm/s

7. What is the minimum water velocity necessary to
maintain movement of 0.1-centimeter-diameter
particles in a stream?

A) pebble B) sand
C) silt D) clay

8. Which size particle will remain suspended longest as
a river enters the ocean?

Page 2

A) B)

C) D)

9. Which profile best shows the general depositional pattern that occurs when water from a stream enters
the ocean?

A)

B)

C)

D)

10.Quartz particles of varying sizes are dropped at the
same time into deep, calm water. Which cross section
best represents the settling pattern of these particles?

A) velocity of the river decreases
B) force of gravity decreases
C) volume of the river increases
D) gradient of the river increases

11. Sediment is deposited in a river delta because the

A) A B) B C) C D) D

12. The map below shows a meandering stream. Points 
A, B, C, and D represent locations along the stream
bottom.

At which location is the greatest amount of sediment
most likely being deposited?
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Page 3

A) a delta B) a sandbar
C) a barrier island D) an outwash plain

13. The satellite photograph below shows the Mississippi River entering into the Gulf of Mexico. Arrows
show the direction of river flow.

This depositional feature in the Gulf of Mexico is best identified as

A) inside of meanders where the stream flows
faster

B) inside of meanders where the stream flows
slower

C) outside of meanders where the stream flows
faster

D) outside of meanders where the stream flows
slower

14. A meandering stream deposits most of its sediments
on the

A) A B) B C) C D) D

15. The diagram below shows a cross section of a river.
Letters A, B, C, and D represent points in the river.

At which point is the water most likely to have the
greatest velocity?

A) at the center along the bottom
B) at the center near the surface
C) at the sides along the bottom
D) at the sides near the surface

16. In the two diagrams below, the length of the arrows
represents the relative velocities of stream flow at
various places in a stream. Diagram I shows the
different water velocities across the surface.
Diagram II shows the different water velocities at
various depths.

At which location in the stream is the water velocity
greatest?

Page 4

A) erosion, resulting in a sudden increase in the
stream's gradient

B) deposition, resulting in a sudden increase in the
stream's gradient

C) erosion along the outside banks of the curve in
a meandering stream

D) deposition along the outside banks of the curve
in a meandering stream

17. The diagrams below show the stages, A through D,
in the formation of an oxbow lake over a period of
time. [The arrows indicate the direction of
streamflow.]

Oxbow lakes are generally formed by

A) B)

C) D)

18. Which diagram best represents a cross section of a
valley which was glaciated and then eroded by a
stream?
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Page 5

Base your answers to questions 19 and 20 on 
the block diagram below, which represents the landscape features associated with a meandering
stream. WX is the location of a cross section. Location A indicates a landscape feature.

A) B)

C) D)

19. Which cross section best represents the shape of the stream bottom at WX?

A) a sandbar B) an escarpment C) a delta D) a floodplain

20. The landscape feature at location A is best described as

Page 6

Base your answers to questions 21 through 24 on the block diagram below and on your knowledge of
Earth science. The diagram represents a meandering stream flowing into the ocean. Points A and B 
represent locations along the streambanks. Letter C indicates a triangular-shaped depositional feature
where the stream enters the ocean.

21. Identify two factors that determine the rate of stream erosion.

22. Explain how sediments eroded by the water in this stream become smoother and rounder in shape.

23. The top of the box represents the stream surface between points A and B. In the box, draw a line from
point A to point B to represent a cross-sectional view of the shape of the bottom of the stream
channel.

24. Identify the triangular-shaped depositional feature indicated by letter C.
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Page 7

Base your answers to questions 25 through 27 on the map below, which shows a meandering stream
as it enters a lake. Points A through D represent locations in the stream.

25. Deposition is affected by particle density. On the grid, draw a line to show the relationship between
particle density and settling rate.

26. Describe how the size and shape of most pebbles change when the pebbles are transported in a stream
over a great distance.

27. State the relationship between stream velocity and the size of the sediment the stream can carry.

Page 8

28. Base your answer to the following question on the cross section below, which represents a part of
Texas where weakly cemented sandstone is exposed at the surface. The mineral cement holding the
sandstone grains together is calcite. Area X is a circular depression of loose sand that has been
partially removed by prevailing winds. Sand dunes have developed downwind from depression X.

On the diagram of the area of sand dune development provided above, draw a sketch showing the
general sideview of a sand dune formed by a wind blowing in the direction indicated. Your sketch
should clearly show any variations in the slope of the sides of the dune.

A) water flowing from the left
B) water flowing from the right
C) wind blowing from the left
D) wind blowing from the right

29. The photograph below shows a sand dune that
formed in a coastal area.

This sand dune was most likely formed by

A) glacial ice does not move
B) glacial ice is melting faster than it accumulates
C) the glacier is moving faster in the center than

on the sides
D) friction is less along the sides of the glacier

than in the center

30. Wooden stakes were placed on a glacier in a straight
line as represented by A–A' in the diagram below.
The same stakes were observed later in the positions
represented by B–B'.

The pattern of movement of the stakes provides
evidence that
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Base your answers to questions 1 through 3 on the geologic cross section and the table below. The cross
section represents the bedrock structure beneath four landscape regions, A, B, C, and D.

A) tropical B) humid C) dry D) polar

1. The sharp, angular flat-topped hills (mesas) in landscape region C were most likely produced by a climate
that was

A) volcanic cones B) gentle gradients
C) many fractures in the bedrock D) numerous escarpments

2. The meandering streams shown in landscape region B usually form where there are

A) A—mountains, B—ridges and valleys, C—plateau, D—plain
B) A—plateau, B—plain, C—mountains, D—ridges and valleys
C) A—plain, B—mountains, C—plateau, D—plain
D) A—ridges and valleys, B—plateau, C—plain, D—mountains

3. Which terms best describe the surface landscapes of A, B,  C, and D?

A) crustal uplift and stream erosion
B) crustal uplift and glacial erosion
C) crustal folding and stream erosion
D) crustal folding and glacial erosion

4. The photograph below shows an eroded plateau found in
the southwestern United States.

The landscape was developed by the processes of

A) steep slopes and slow-moving streams
B) steep slopes and fast-moving streams
C) gentle slopes and slow-moving streams
D) gentle slopes and fast-moving streams

5. In a region that is being uplifted faster than it is being
eroded, hills usually have

A) a balance between uplifting and erosion
B) a balance between weathering and erosion
C) more erosion than uplifting
D) more uplifting than weathering

6. Which condition is a characteristic of a landscape region
in dynamic equilibrium?

A) The climate will become warmer.
B) The stream drainage patterns will change.
C) The composition of the bedrock will change.
D) The hillslopes will become less steep.

7. Which change is most likely to occur in a landscape
region that is uplifted rapidly by folding?

A) decrease B) increase
C) remain the same

8. A state of equilibrium exists between uplifting and
leveling forces in a particular landscape region. If
conditions change because uplifting forces increase,
elevations in the region will most likely

A) A is the result of a humid climate, while B is the
result of a dry climate.

B) A is at a high elevation, while B is located at sea
level.

C) A is a plateau region, while B is a mountainous
region.

D) A is composed of igneous bedrock, while B is
composed of sedimentary bedrock.

9. The block diagrams below show two landscape regions
labeled A and B.

What is the most probable cause of the difference in
surface features between A and B?

A) type of bedrock B) amount of folding
C) time D) climate

10. The diagrams below represent two different plateaus.

Which factor was probably most important in causing
one plateau to develop smooth, rounded surface
features and the other plateau to develop sharp, angular
surface features?
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A) A B) B C) C D) D

11. The diagrams below represent profiles of four different
landscapes, A, B, C, and D.

Which landscape is most likely to have a noticeable
change in its profile after a heavy rainstorm?

A) bedrock folding B) bedrock faulting
C) stream erosion D) volcanic activity

12. The diagram below shows a cross section of a portion
of Earth's crust.

The hills of this area were formed primarily by

A) soft igneous rock
B) soft metamorphic rock
C) igneous rock that is resistant to erosion
D) metamorphic rock that is resistant to erosion

13. The block diagrams below show cross sections of the
crust in a landscape that has undergone gradual change.

The hardened lava in this volcano's central pipe formed
a mountain peak in the late stage because the lava plug
was composed of

A)

B)

C)

D)

14. The landscape shown below developed in a region with
an arid climate.

If the erosion of this plateau had taken place in a much
more humid climate, which diagram below best
represents how the landscape would appear?

A) an arid region that experienced mostly uplifting
forces

B) an arid region that experienced mostly erosional
forces

C) a humid region that experienced mostly uplifting
forces

D) a humid region that experienced mostly erosional
forces

15. The sequence of bedrock cross sections below
represents the same landscape region over a period of
geologic time.

This sequence best represents

A) bedrock structure
B) precipitation amounts
C) nearness to a large body of water
D) air temperature variations

16. Stream drainage patterns that develop in a landscape
region are controlled mostly by

A) composition and structure
B) structure and age
C) age and color
D) color and composition

17. Which bedrock characteristics most influence landscape
development?

A) time B) climate
C) human activities D) bedrock structure

18. The maps below represent four different stream
drainage patterns.

Which factor most likely caused the differences in these
patterns?

A) The Lockport dolostone is an evaporite.
B) The Clinton limestone and shale contain many

fossils.
C) The Thorold sandstone and the whirlpool

sandstone dissolve easily in water.
D) The Rochester and Queenston shale and the

Albion sandstone and shale are less resistant to
erosion than the other rock layers.

19. The diagram below shows a geologic cross section of
the rock layers in the vicinity of Niagara Falls in
western New York State.

Which statement best explains the irregular shape of the
rock face behind the falls?

A) B)

C) D)

20. Which cross-sectional diagram below best represents a
landscape region that resulted from faulting?

A) climates
B) latitudes
C) soil characteristics
D) bedrock characteristics

21. The primary reason that several landscape regions have
formed in New York State is that the various regions of
the State have different
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A)

B)

C)

D)

22. Which landscape region probably resulted from the
erosion of folded rock layers?

A) crustal uplift has altered the landscape
B) human activities have altered the landscape
C) the climate has become more humid
D) the bedrock porosity has changed

23. The diagram below shows a highway road cut.

The water well has probably gone dry because

A) activities of humans B) wind erosion
C) physical weathering D) a changing climate

24. How could a local landscape be changed most in the
shortest amount of time?

A) high elevation with distorted bedrock
B) high elevation with nearly horizontal layers of

bedrock
C) low elevation with distorted bedrock
D) low elevation with nearly horizontal layers of

bedrock

25. New York’s Tug Hill landscape region is classified as a
plateau because this region has a

A) A = plain, B = plateau, C = mountain
B) A = mountain, B = plateau, C = plain
C) A = mountain, B = plain, C = plateau
D) A = plateau, B = plain, C = mountain

26. The cross section below shows the general bedrock
structure of an area containing three different landscape
regions, A, B, and C.

Which list correctly identifies the type of landscapes
represented by letters A, B, and C?

A)

B)

C)

D)

27. Which landscape surface resulted primarily from
erosion by glaciers?

28. Base your answer to the following question on the landscape diagram below and on your knowledge of
Earth science. The diagram represents a long river system from its origin (source) in the mountains to its
end (mouth) at the ocean.

State one reason for the restriction of the construction of buildings near a meandering river on a coastal
plain.

29. Base your answer to the following question on the diagram below, which shows part of a landscape region.
Letter A indicates a steep cliff formed at the edge of the surface rock layer.

A) The surface layer is older than the rock layers below.
B) The surface layer was deposited as loose volcanic ash.
C) The surface layer is more resistant to weathering than the other layers.
D) The surface layer contains many fossils.

Which statement best explains why the steep cliff formed at A?
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Base your answers to questions 30 and 31 on map A and map B, and map C below,  which show evidence
that much of New York State was once covered by a glacial ice sheet. Map A shows the location of the
Finger Lakes Region in New York State. The boxed areas on map A were enlarged to create maps B and C.
 Map B shows a portion of a drumlin field near Oswego, New York. Map C, shows the locations of glacial
moraines and outwash plains on Long Island, New York.

30. Explain how the effect of global warming on present-day continental glaciers could affect New York City
and Long Island.

31. The drawing below shows a glacial erratic found on the beach of the north shore of Long Island near the
Harbor Hill moraine. This boulder is composed of one-billion-year-old gneiss.

Which New York State landscape region has surface bedrock similar in age to this erratic?

32. Base your answer to the following question on the geologic cross section shown below, which shows the
surface of a landscape region in the southwestern United States and indicates the age, type, and thickness
of the bedrock.

State one characteristic, other than the horizontal bedrock structure, shown in the cross section that
supports the idea that this region is correctly classified as a plateau landscape.

33. New York States Adirondacks are classified as a
mountain landscape region. Describe one bedrock
characteristic and one land surface characteristic that
were used to classify the Adirondacks as a mountain
landscape region.

A) wind B) streams
C) glacial ice D) wave action

34. The narrow, sandy, barrier islands in the ocean along
the south coast of Long Island were deposited by

A) plateau B) mountain
C) plain D) lowland

35. The block diagram below represents a portion of the
Grand Canyon.

This region is best classified as a
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A) B)

C) D)

1. The diagram below represents geological processes that act continuously on Earth to form different
rock types.

Which table correctly classifies each rock type?

A) Magma must be weathered before it can change
to metamorphic rock.

B) Sediment must be compacted and cemented
before it can change to sedimentary rock.

C) Sedimentary rock must melt before it can change
to metamorphic rock.

D) Metamorphic rock must melt before it can
change to sedimentary rock.

2. Which statement about the formation of a rock is best
supported by the rock cycle?

A) igneous and metamorphic rocks, only
B) metamorphic and sedimentary rocks, only
C) sedimentary rocks, only
D) igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks

3. Which type(s) of rock can be the source of deposited
sediments?

A) sample size B) hardness
C) type of luster D) angles of cleavage

4. Which property is most useful in distinguishing
pyroxene from amphibole?

A) oxygen B) nitrogen
C) potassium D) hydrogen

5. Which element combines with silicon to form the
tetrahedral unit of structure of the silicate minerals?

A) quartz B) fluorite
C) halite D) olivine

6. Which mineral precipitates from oceans and forms
rock salt?

A) extrusive igneous
B) intrusive igneous
C) clastic sedimentary
D) chemical sedimentary

7. Most rocks that form from fragmental rock particles
are classified as

A) sandstone B) conglomerate
C) quartzite D) granite

8. Particles of sediment collected from a lake bottom
averaged 1.2 centimeters in diameter. If left on the
lake bottom to become buried by more sediment and
compressed into rock, these particles would form

A) clay B) silt
C) sand D) pebbles

9. Most of the sediment that is compacted and later
forms shale bedrock is

A) weathering and erosion
B) compaction and cementation
C) heat and pressure
D) melting and solidification

10. Which processes lead directly to the formation of
igneous rock?

A) glassy B) vesicular
C) fine grained D) coarse grained

11. Which texture best describes an igneous rock that
formed deep underground?

A) slowly, deep below Earth's surface
B) slowly, on Earth's surface
C) quickly, deep below Earth's surface
D) quickly, on Earth's surface

12. Obsidian's glassy texture indicates that it formed

A) andesite B) pegmatite
C) pumice D) scoria

13. Which igneous rock has a vesicular texture and
contains the minerals potassium feldspar and quartz?

A) a high concentration of silicon and a low
concentration of iron

B) a high concentration of iron and a low
concentration of aluminum

C) a high concentration of aluminum and a low
concentration of iron

D) a high concentration of aluminum and a low
concentration of magnesium

14. Which relative concentration of elements is found in
a mafic rock?

A) sandstone B) schist
C) gabbro D) rhyolite

15. Which rock was subjected to intense heat and
pressure but did not solidify from magma?

A) slate B) dunite
C) gneiss D) quartzite

16. The rock shown below has a foliated texture and
contains the minerals amphibole, quartz, and
feldspar arranged in coarse-grained bands.

Which rock is shown?

A) Hornfels is foliated; quartzite is nonfoliated.
B) Hornfels contains plagioclase; quartzite does

not contain plagioclase.
C) Hornfels is produced by regional

metamorphism; quartzite is produced by
contact metamorphism.

D) Hornfels is medium grained; quartzite is fine
grained.

17. What is one difference between the metamorphic
rocks quartzite and hornfels?



A) texture
B) crystal or grain size
C) method of formation
D) mineral composition

18. Rocks are classified as igneous, sedimentary, or
metamorphic based primarily on their

A) the color of the rock
B) the size of the rock
C) the texture of the rock
D) the thickness of the rock

19. Which characteristic provides the best evidence
about the environment in which a rock was formed?

Base your answers to questions 20 and 21 on the table below and on your knowledge of Earth
science. The table shows the elements and their percent compositions by mass in the five minerals
present in a rock sample.

20. Identify one mineral in this rock sample that can scratch the mineral olivine.

21. Identify one use for the mineral garnet.

22. Base your answer to the following question on the table and photograph below and on your
knowledge of Earth Science. The table shows the approximate mineral percent composition of an
igneous rock.

Identify this igneous rock.



23. Base your answer to the following question on the passage and cross section below, which explain
how some precious gemstones form. The cross section shows a portion of the ancient Tethys Sea,
once located between the Indian-Australian Plate and the Eurasian Plate.

Precious Gemstones

     Some precious gemstones are a form of the mineral corundum, which ha a hardness of 9.
Corundum is a rare mineral made up of closely packed aluminum and oxygen atoms, and its
formula is A1203. If small amounts of chromium replace some of the aluminum atoms in
corundum, a bright-red gemstone called a ruby is produced. If traces of titanium and iron replace
some aluminum atoms, deep-blue sapphires can be produced.
     Most of the world's ruby deposits are found in metamorphic rock that is located along the
southern slope of the Himalayas, where plate tectonics played a part in ruby formation. Around 50
million years ago, the Tethys Sea was located between what is now India and Eurasia. Much of
the Tethys Sea bottom was composed of limestone that contained the elements needed to make
these precious gemstones. The Tethys Sea closed up as the Indian-Australian Plate pushed under
the Eurasian Plate, creating the Himalayan Mountains. The limestone rock lining the seafloor
underwent metamorphism as it was pushed deep into Earth by the Indian-Australian Plate. For the
next 40 to 45 million years, as the Himalayas rose, rubies, sapphires, and other gemstones
continued to form.

Identify the metamorphic rock in which the rubies and sapphires that formed along the Himalayas are
usually found.

A) basalt B) limestone
C) schist D) slate

24. Which rock would be the best source of the mineral
garnet?

Base your answers to questions 25 through 27 on the graph below and on your knowledge of Earth
science.

The graph shows the temperature, pressure, and depth environments for the formation of the three
major rock types. Pressure is shown in kilobars (kb). Letters A through D identify different
environmental conditions for rock formation.

A) 2 kb and 150°C B) 6 kb and 200°C
C) 10 kb and 400°C D) 12 kb and 900°C

25. At what pressure and temperature is sand most likely to be compacted into sandstone?

A) A B) B C) C D) D

26. Which letter represents the environmental conditions necessary to form gneiss?

A) quartzite B) scoria C) shale D) granite

27. Which rock is most likely to form directly from rock material at a depth of 30 km and a temperature
of 1000°C?

28.



A) Most minerals crystallize at the same temperature.
B) Most felsic minerals usually crystallize before most mafic minerals.
C) Muscovite mica and quartz are the last minerals to crystallize as magma cools.
D) Biotite mica is the first mineral to crystallize as magma cools.

29. The diagram of Bowen's Reaction Series below indicates the relative temperatures at which specific
minerals crystallize as magma cools.

Which statement is best supported by Bowen's Reaction Series?

A) precipitation from seawater
B) solidification of magma
C) folding of clay-sized particles
D) melting of sand-sized particles

30. Which process most likely formed a layer of the
sedimentary rock, gypsum?

A) sedimentary layering B) intrusion of magma
C) metamorphism D) weathering

31. The diagram below indicates physical changes that accompany the conversion of shale to gneiss.

Which geologic process is occurring to cause this conversion?

Base your answers to questions 32 and 33 on the diagram below, which represents a cross section of
rock layers that have not been overturned.

A) cemented, rounded rock fragments B) cemented, angular rock fragments
C) intergrown, fine-textured crystals D) microscopic shells

32. The breccia layer is composed mostly of

A) B) C) D)

33. Within which rock type would a fossil most likely be found?
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